Director's Meeting
2014/05/23

Program
10:00-11:30 Session #1
11:30-13:30 Lunch
13:30-14:30 Session #2
14:30~ Prof. Jiro Kokuryo, VP of Intl. Relations

Agenda
Summary of Operation Meeting
Summary of Site Update
Summary of Academic Committee
Tech update from Jun Murai
Development
External relations
Next meetings

Operation Meeting
Network operation status
changes & maintenance at SFC

NREN
TEIN4 connects BdREN (BUET-BdREN 20mbps), CamREN (ITC is NOC) 100mbps, MYREN
622mbps, ITB 622mbps.
INHERENT is not funded; now a collection of universities connected via IX. GOI had a plan
to deploy FO in Java Island, but no progress. wait for the next president?

WASABI development
Use connect2sea grant for a workshop in SEA.

Interns did a foundation work for the browser app.
Kotaro gets students from IITH.
USM: Iznan for the media proxy.
UNHAS: Aulia for the media proxy/system.

Site Update
USM
Prof. Rosni : NAV6 coord.
EBA schedule is not conducive. 1700-1900MYT. earlier is better.1500-1700MYT.
Entre class should be announced well ahead for schedule synch. (1 semester ahead?)
now synch with Chula U. starts mid Aug
Keio U. starts Sept. 24 every Wed. 11:10-12:40JST
can do X-Chula joint
USM OER on Youtube.

UNHAS
Use GDLN room.
200mbps link., possibily 1gbps (2014)
Virt. with KIC

UCSY
Sometimes problem with VIC/RAT/VLC.
Campus link will be improved next semester.
VCube as gateway; but sometimes doesn't work
Submitted a proposal to join TEIN4 in June 2013. Negotiation between M of Comm. and IT M of Sci.
Expected courses: CS, IT, Open Source, Project Management.

UCSM
6 mbps link.
IPStar for distance education.
Expected courses: IT field

ITC
Can't lock UDL signal; interference by 3 telco antennas nearby.
Dept. of Chemical and Food Engineering is active.

ITB
Ganeca-Jatinangor Campus 10G link (22km away). Jatinangor campus connects nearby
campuses.
500mbps link.
5 universities tunnel to ITB for TEIN4 link.
Better use social media for course publications.

BUET
Sound system problem.
20mbps link to BdREN. 75mbps to 2 telcos.
Expected courses: emerging topics, IT.

UB
DL room moved; new cap. 30.
link to be increased to 1.4Gbps (TELKOM)

UNTL
Benny in Nagaoka, Niigata.
Vosco and other operators are in the campus.
10mbps link. 15mbps link via Telin (June~)
System doesn't work.
New operators need short training; lack the knowledge about the system.

Academic Committee
review of past courses and upcoming plans
certificate system should work to encourage students to join sessions
marine sci&tech 15 sessions: ITC and UB were active, but need a better scheduling.
utilize video archive + realtime
wasabi workshop: advanced for the development, a repate for other
internships: tech + entre, linked with industry; there will be announcement for 2014

ITC and education: there will be another sesison in September. Open for all partners.
A special session in ICT and Education?
kindergarden with Malaysia in 2014; open call
tech. problems should be identified and solved. ex: Myanmar VIC/RAT/VLC
UNTL: sessions in Bahasa Indonesia from Indonesian universities like in the past with
ITS (Surabaya). In Portugese in the future.
using more of polycom these days
MOOC: translate Jun's class -> Multilingual
Continue working others, e.g., UNESCO, Marine Sci&Tech

Discussions
Student record: yes for certificate purpose
Who, from where, in what event.
Record all events; and identifiy participants
for the future of participants and the project
Create micro-certificates signed by the one running each event -> Hiromi
Who issues the certificates?
Marcos designs the certificate
open badge?
including AI3/SOI Asia meetings
Very important for TTB (Teacher to Be) sessions.
Very important to determine the final grade of students when included in credit-earning
courses.
Attendance & evaluation based certificates.

Certification Task Force
design the certificate system
internship?

Tech update from Jun Murai
Development/WASABI
Form a dev team: USM, UNHAS, CHULA, IITH.
Apply for a workshop with connect2sea grant (10k EUR): 1 week in Bali(?)

2 from europe (ERCIM) (approx 2k EUR) + N from SEA.
Candidates: ITB, UNHAS, Chula, Mahidol (Vasaka group)
Fill the form: CV of coordinators (not necesarily the person to attend the workshop)
assoc.: Keio, USM, ASTI

External Relations
APAN
Next meeting: Taiwan end of August
Keiko was invited in a panel session (Global Collaboration) in APAN Bandung, along with 1
from China and 1 from Brazil. Network and activities.
Got positive responses, including from Kyushu U (Shimizu, medical team). Keen for
collaborations.
China: Why no China in SOI Asia?

TEIN
always looking for applications.
extending networks to south Asia, central Asia (Mongolia, *stan -> CAREN)
Korea drives TEIN in Asia

India
has some connections with UK, EU, Australia.
Kotaro is working India-Japan. Still no India-SEA, Kotaro can explore the possibilities.
Top universities are connected to National Knowledge Network -> TEIN
IITH - 1Gbps - NKN

UNESCO
Master class in Bandung at APAN Meeting. Africa joined. (tech. feasilibity confirmed)
Nakata-san is in Africa, will be back in Japan.
Several sessions Ethiopia-Keio. The project is suspended.
Cultural events with UNESCO: One Day in Asia. Guiness Record level events.

Others

ANA100G
New TransPAC (NSF funded): 100G US-Asia. Candidates: Hong Kong, Singapore, Tokyo.
Proposal by APAN-JP. deadline July 7th

Next Meetings
Camp in Bali!
2014 Fall: Manila (ASTI)
2015 Spring: ITC
2015 Fall: UNHAS, BUET

